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ABSTRACT
Processing large images files or real-time video streams requires intense computational power. Driven by the gaming
industry, the processing power of graphic process units (GPUs) has increased significantly. With the pixel shader model
4.0 the GPU can be used for image processing 10x faster than the CPU. Dedicated software was developed to deform
3D MR and CT image sets for real-time brain shift correction during navigated neurosurgery using landmarks or cortical
surface traces defined by the navigation pointer. Feedback was given using orthogonal slices and an interactively raytraced 3D brain image. GPU based programming enables real-time processing of high definition image datasets and
various applications can be developed in medicine, optics and image sciences.
Keywords: Neuroimaging, image analysis, OpenGL Shading Language, image registration, volume rendering, generalpurpose computing on graphics processing units.

1. INTRODUCTION
In neurosurgery, the task is to resect the tumor, cyst, focus of epilepsy or arterio-venous malformation (AVM) as
accurately as possible. To provide this accuracy, the surgical procedure is planned on 3D images like CT or MRA and
transferred to the OR using a neuro navigation system (Fig. 1)[1]. By marking the individual fiducials with a 3D pointer,
the pre-operative image is coupled to the head of the patient. A reference arc connected to the Mayfield clamp enables
to move the table without re-registering the patient.
A navigation system works wonderfully when no structures in the brain move during surgery. Then the preoperative data is still valid making the accuracy for takings biopsies to lie in the order of 1 to 2 mm. However, when the
resection area becomes larger, e.g. with large tumors or functional neurosurgery, brain starts to shift due to gravity,
anesthesia, or breathing. Also, during resection brain, may locally collapse into the resection cavity or just be pulled
outwards with tissue retractors. Brain deformation may also occur due to leakage of cerebral fluid when a ventricle is
opened. These brain shifts makes the pre-operative image data less useful as shifts may occur in the order of
centimeters.
There are methods to compensate brain shift, but, however, these are far from perfect. Either they are difficult to
control like a different anesthesia protocol, or take up much space or are expensive like intra-operative fluoroscopy, CT,
MR[2][3] or ultrasound [4][5][6]. From the image modalities fluoroscopy and ultrasound are the most common, e.g. to verify
the locations of implanted electrodes or to locate an arteriovenous malformation.
Another approach which we presented earlier is to give the surgeon workflow feedback of the amount of brain
shift by tracking the position of the 3D pointer when performing a cortical trace or by denoting characteristic landmarks
on the cortex like vessels or vessel bifurcations[7][8] (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). Then the brain shift becomes very clear to the
surgeon as the cortical traces are depicted as color dots on the orthogonal slices, lying outwards or inwards the cortical
boundary from the pre-operative image.
Workflow feedback works wonderful to give insight in the amount of brain shift, but the question often arises
whether the pre-operative data could be updated according to these cortical traces. Our idea is to give the surgeon a
simple tool to update the pre-operative image data to adapt to the boundary conditions provided by the cortical traces
from workflow feedback. The interaction should at least be manual that the surgeon is in fully control, but may also be
somewhat automatic to assist the surgeon in performing the update. In this paper, we describe our progress in achieving
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this goal. First the method is presented which is based on the deforming the pre-operative data using the graphical
hardware, then results are presented on patient data to see how well this procedure performs.
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Fig. 2

Intra-operative screen dump of the previously published workflow feedback software.
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Transferring pre-operative images to the OR with a neuronavigation system: With a 3D pointer (A) fiducials are
marked which are also visible in the pre-operative image. A stereo infrared camera (B) tracks the positions of the
pointer and reference arc (C), so the image stays connected to head of the patient when the OR table is moved.
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Fig. 1
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Fig. 3

Workflow feedback to determine brain shift during surgery. a The cortical surface is traced with a 3D pointer
(orange). b The cortical surface after opening dura, before tumor resection (green) and after resection (purple).

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
In order to interactively deform the pre-operative data to the cortical traces acquired during surgery, the pre-operative
data is placed in a control lattice of variable grid density driving a Free-Form Deformation (FFD)[10]. The control points
of the lattice can be moved by the surgeon individually or by a stamp tool to move control points as a group. Feedback
is given through orthogonal slices and an interactive volume renderer which enables the surgeon to move the cortical
surface in real-time. All is implemented on the graphical hardware (also called graphical processing unit or GPU) to
achieve interactive rates. Each control point is represented as a voxel of a 3D texture, so that (b-spline) interpolation can
be performed by the GPU. Interactive volume rendering is achieved by implementing the volume renderer in OpenGL
shader language (GLSL) which opened up the computational power of GPUs to non-graphic programs too. For
example, when implementing a 5x5 convolution filter in GLSL, it is commonly 10x faster than a modern dual core
CPU2, as it contains a large number (>128) of simple parallel processing units. On modern computer systems, up to
eight GPUs can be combined on a single desktop computer, enabling “near super computer processing power” at
relatively affordable costs. This immense amount of computing power has gained interest in many computational
demanding scientific applications, and is commonly referred to as General Purpose Graphics Processing Unit
programming (GPGPU). GPGPU programming differs from conventional programming, as the fixed hardware
accelerated graphical pipeline is exploited to perform parallel computations at incredible speeds
The traditional graphics pipeline describes the flow of data from the CPU to the computer screen (sometimes
referred to as frame buffer). On modern graphics hardware, this pipeline can be programmed at three stages in the
pipeline. These stages are commonly referred to vertex, geometry and pixel shading, the latter more formerly called
fragment shading. Furthermore, the frame buffer no longer has to be the “computer screen”, but can also be one or more
sections of GPU memory. Most GPGPU programs ensure that when performing the low level rendering, a fragment
coming from the rasterizer, exactly maps to a pixel (array element) in the output buffer. The fragment shader can then
compute the value for this element. The fragment shader has access to other data, provided as textures (arrays), or single
variables provided by the CPU. If the resulting computation is needed by the CPU, the whole 2D array can be copied
back from GPU memory using Direct Memory Access (DMA). Alternatively, the computed data can be used as input
for following GPU computations.
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The fixed graphics pipeline as used by OpenGL and Direct3D. When performing computations on the GPU, the
pipeline is “exploited” to allow a mapping of target array (denoted as frame buffer in the illustration) elements to
fragments processed by the GPU. Input data for the computation is provided by other textures(arrays). The
resulting computation can be transferred back to CPU memory, or used for other GPU operations as an input
texture.

When a control point is moved in our application, two computations are triggered. Firstly the new position of the
control point is computed, as well as the new positions of neighboring control points. Neighboring control points are
updated when the stamp tool is used or when soft control point selection is used. The latter two methods use Gaussian
blending of offset vectors for a smooth deformation. Soft selection moves points within a certain radius of the selected
point, whereas the stamp tool uses an elliptical region of influence. The major axis of the ellipse is oriented towards a
point of interest, which is the center of the volume in our case. In the 3D view, this allows the brain cortex to
grow/shrink deforming underlying tissue with a weighted distribution. We thus assume linear deformation of brain
tissue, which is an incorrect assumption for large brain tissue deformations[11]. However since the occurring brain shift
is typically small, this approximation is sufficient for our purposes.
The new offset vectors associated with the control points are copied to corresponding elements of an RGB 3D
texture, using 32 bit floating point data for each channel. The 3D texture is sparsely populated with the offset vectors
having four voxels in between two neighboring vectors. These in-between voxels are initially left empty as we later use
the GPGPU technique described above to compute the voxel values using third order Catmull-Rom B-splines. The Bspline is thus sampled at four positions. This results in a smooth deformation field. Typically our volume of offset
vectors has a course resolution compared to the resolution of our CT/MRI dataset. The GPU hardware interpolators are
consequently used to linearly interpolate between the B-spline sample points. We have found that four samples between
values and 19 control points in each direction allows for smooth deformation without hampering performance or over
specifying control points. The number of samples and control points is user controlled and is limited only by the speed
of the available graphical hardware.
With the 3D texture representing offset vectors updated, we can now re-render our image, providing feedback to the
surgeon. Orthogonal slices are fairly trivial to render, and use both the input volume and the offset data as input. In the
fragment shader, we sample the offset texture at the point of rendering P(x,y,z). The resulting 3D vector (which is a null
vector when there is no deformation) is added to the point of rendering P, resulting in the final sampling point P*. P* is
consequently used to sample our input texture to calculate the pixel value displayed on the screen. A brain segmentation
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is used to guide the deformation, allowing only deformation in areas defined by the segmentation. Hence deformation of
rigid areas such as the skull can be avoided.
3D rendering however, is inevitably more computationally expensive and more complex compared to rendering
orthogonal slices. Again, we use the programmable fragment shaders to perform the bulk of computations in parallel. In
order to display our 3D dataset, we use an augmented 3D ray-casting technique.

'I'

Fig 5.

Ray-casting is a technique where many rays are shot into a volume. Each ray R samples the volume at fixed
intervals starting at point t1. Sampling continues until point t2 is reached, or until a termination condition is met
(e.g. an opaque voxel).

Ray-casting has been around for a long time and has seen many implementations, most in software. The technique was
first introduced for cloud rendering[12][13], but has been widely used for medical data visualization. The algorithm is
traditionally very slow as many rays are needed (ideally several rays per pixel), with each ray requiring many samples
inside the volume. When using linear interpolation, each sample in a 3D volume, requires 8 voxel lookups. Despite the
algorithm being slow, it offers more flexibility compared to creating a (polygonal) surface based approximation of the
model. It also allows transparency to be displayed accurately. Since we are interested in the entire volume including
underlying tissues, and not just the surface approximation, we use the ray-casting technique. Fortunately, key features of
the algorithm are well suited to be performed by the GPU. All rays are independent of each other, allowing them to be
processed in parallel. Furthermore, the hardware interpolators of the GPU are extremely efficient when performing the
actual sampling and in addition, the available memory bandwidth greatly exceeds that available to the CPU.
Despite the hardware design advantages of the GPU, the basic ray-casting algorithm is still able to cripple even the
fastest GPUs. The main bottleneck is the amount of samples needed for the rendering, especially with small step sizes.
The step size is directly related to rendering quality, but also to rendering performance as a small step size increases the
amount of samples needed. A potentially large number of samples do not contribute to the image however, as the voxel
is “empty”. In order to reduce the amount of completely transparent samples and thus increasing rendering performance,
we use a presence map. By sampling the presence map in our renderer, with our deformed position P*, we “know” we
can safely skip the next N samples. The presence map is pre-computed on the GPU when a volume is loaded into our
application. When we reach a sample that is partially opaque, we use a lookup table (LUT), represented as a 1D texture
on the GPU. The color retrieved by the LUT is used as a base color for the lighting computation. The surface normal is
provided as a half resolution RGB 3D texture, using floating point data with 16 bits of precision. This texture is precomputed on the GPU upon loading the main volume, similarly to the presence map. Lighting of the current sample is
done using a simple Phong lighting model[14], which provides a plastic look of surface materials. When the sample is lit,
the resulting RGBA value C(i,j,k) is merged with the previous sample of the ray C*(i,j.k-1), using the alpha value of the
previous sample α(i,j,k-1) in the following blending equation:
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Δα = α (i, j , k ) ⋅ (1 − α (i, j , k − 1))
C * (i, j , k ) = Δα ⋅ C (i, j , k ) +C * (i, j , k − 1)
α * (i, j , k ) = Δα + α (i, j , k − 1)
The ray terminates when the alpha value approaches 1 (near opaque), or when the viewing ray leaves the volume. Using
multiple render targets (MRTs), introduced by NVidia with the GeForce series 6 graphics boards, we also store sample
position and camera depth when ray-casting our volume. This information can be used when drawing other elements
into our viewport, such as heads up display information, or workflow feedback data, without having to re-render the
actual volume. The final image displayed on the screen is a Z-composite of both the volumetric rendering and the other
scene elements. This technique is for instance used when the user moves the “stamp” tool over the brain cortex. The
whole rendering algorithm is able to achieve interactive frame-rates at a reasonable rendering quality, even on a slower
mobile GPU such as the NVidia Geforce 8600M GT.

Fig 6.

Screen dump of our 3D deformation application. Similar to the workflow feedback, surface trace points lying
deeper than the brain cortex are hidden or drawn partially transparent. The user can use the stamp tool to align
the cortex with workflow feedback points from surgery.
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3. RESULTS
First, we evaluated the performance of our user interaction with the deformable volume algorithm. Interactive speeds
are critical for the surgeon to directly see the result of a deformation. In order to improve human interaction with the
model, the stamp tool described earlier prevents the necessity to manipulate individual control points. Using the mouse
wheel, the cortex can be pushed / pulled on the given position. This has proven to be an intuitive and fast method to
achieve a desired deformation, without the need for the tedious process of selecting and moving individual control
points. The user can quickly control the major and minor radii of the ellipse as well as the deviation σ that controls the
Gaussian weight distribution using a number of sliders. The direction of the major radius can be adjusted by either
moving the point on the cortex, or the underlying point of interest.

Fig 7.

Three consecutive images demonstrating extreme deformation using the stamp tool. The brain cortex is pulled
outwards. The direction is specified by a user selected point on the cortex and a point lying deeper inside the
brain. Displayed is a rendered segmentation of the brain, using a 256x256x150 MRI dataset. Rendering occurs at
roughly ten frames per second on an NVidia 9600 GT GPU.

Logically, high-field intra-operative MR images in combination with workflow feedback would provide the ideal
validation of our application. Such data is currently unavailable to us. As a first evaluation of the usefulness of the
deformation algorithm, we tried to deform the pre-operative image to the post-operative image of the same patient, after
the coarse translations and rotations were corrected with an external iterative automatic registration technique based on
mutuall information[15]. Following the rigid registration, our deformation algorithm displayed two volumes
simultaneously, with the pre-operative volume rendered into the red channel and the post-operative volume rendered
into the green channel. This display method allows a quick visualization of the match errors: When the pre-operative
volume exceeds the post-operative volume, the cortex colors red, when the pre-operative volume lies inside the postoperative volume, the cortex colors green and when both match, the cortex colors yellow. In addition, the user can
switch between the two volumes using a keyboard shortcut, causing differences between the volumes to flicker.
The images above indicate that the stamp tool can provide a reasonable estimation of the deformed cortex. In fact,
the image on the right, acquired in roughly a minute of using our stamp tool actually produces more yellow areas in our
render than the manually matched image, acquired after about 20 minutes of matching (by moving individual control
points in orthographic views). Note that it is impossible to acquire a perfect registration, as tissue has been removed
from the post-operative volume.
The underlying tissue is more easily matched using the orthogonal slices. With the stamp tool, it can be difficult to
get a feeling for how much you are moving the deeper tissue. As a result, when only using the 3D view for image
alignment, the deeper tissue can either be unmodified or misaligned. Fine-tuning from within an orthographic view can
correct for deep tissue misalignment if desirable. The images below show the smooth deformation of the brain tissue as
a result from our stamp tool. Note that no stretching or tearing occurs in the deformation process. Also, the jagged
rendering artifacts in the middle image are currently a limitation of our orthographic renderer.
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Fig 8.

A 3D rendering of a pre-operative segmented volume (red) and a post-operative segmented volume (green). The
left image is the result after only rigid registration. Green areas indicate that the post-operative brain is visible,
red indicates the pre-operative brain. Shades of yellow indicate that both volumes are within 2 pixels of each
other. The middle image is manually registered based on orthogonal slices, the right image is deformed using the
“stamp” tool. The circle denotes the tumor cavity which is missing from the green post-operative scan.

Fig 9.

Slice near the tumor area from dataset displayed in fig 8 Left: The rigidly matched pre-operative image. Middle:
The pre-operative image after registration. Both the left and middle images are combined with a gradient display
of the post-operative image (green). Right: The post-operative image.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a novel method of deforming a pre-operative brain dataset in order to register it to a given
situation. We have shown that a FFD lattice with a reasonable density in control points can be manipulated in real-time
as is required for a program running in the operating room. Our tests on pre- and post-operative datasets have shown
that estimating brain tissue deformation using third order interpolation and Gaussian weighted distributions is crude but
effective. Further demonstrated is the practicality of using GPGPU techniques for medical visualization. The framework
developed in order to perform GPGPU processing could be re-used for many other image processing applications. This
is an important result, as the performance difference between CPUs and GPUs is likely to increase following the latest
trends. The choice for OpenGL in combination with GLSL was done to maximize reusability of our code as other
platforms are immature (OpenCL), hardware vendor specific (CUDA), or simply unavailable and OS dependant
(DirectX 11).
We are currently investigating more automated ways of elastic registration, for instance using a damped spring mass
system as guidance for our deformations. Alternatively, we are investigating extending our application to provide more
general 3D elastic registration by integrating an iterative approach using a similarity measure.
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